In your work, has a member of the public ever
disclosed domestic violence or sexual assault?

If a disclosure ever happens at your worksite, we want
to hear about it. You can help us by filling out a quick
and simple 4-question checkbox survey.
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Community Survey
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Funded by the BC Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General - Community
Safety and Crime Prevention Branch through the Civil Forfeiture Crime
Prevention and Remediation Grant Program and supported through an SFU
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"We cannot underestimate the profound impact that domestic violence and sexual
assault has on people, on families, and on our society. We can set the stage for creating a
better, safer, more empowering environment for all women and vulnerable people on the
North Shore by responding to this violence together as a community -- but it cannot be
done without you. Your full participation in this data-gathering exercise is essential."
BOWINN MA, MLA | NORTH VANCOUVER-LONSDALE

"This project that the North Shore Violence Against Women in Relationships (VAWIR)
Committee is undertaking is much needed. I know first-hand about the gaps currently in
our system in addressing and responding to sexual assaults, not only province-wide, but
here on the North Shore. Things like local sexual assault services at Lions Gate Hospital, so
that victims don’t have to travel over town, at their own expense, to be treated. Nearly 70%
of spousal violence is not reported to the police, and approximately every six days, a
woman in Canada is killed by her intimate partner. These are numbers that we need to
work together to bring down. We know that our legal system has a long way to go in
helping survivors of sexual assault including educating police, lawyers, judges, and health
providers in their care. I will continue to advocate for mandatory education on trauma
informed care so that no sexual assault victim will have to experience what advocates call
“the second rape”. With collaboration we can hope to build a better and more seamless
system so that victims of violence know that their needs and concerns will be dealt with. I
strongly encourage groups to participate in this important and vital survey, and I look
forward to seeing the committee’s work once completed."
JANE THORNTHWAITE, MLA | NORTH VANCOUVER – SEYMOUR

help raise awareness
in our community
Survivors of gender-based violence count on your participation
The under-reporting of domestic violence and sexual assault in general is well
established and presents a major barrier to implementing policies and services
that are well informed and reflect the true need in the community. As well,
current prevalence statistics that rely exclusively on police or victim services
data cannot fully capture the entirety of women's experiences of violence.
Survivors often report violence to non-conventional service providers, such as
walk-in clinics, disability resource centres, family centres, Indigenous friendship
centres or multicultural centres. Also, existing data may be gathered in different
ways and for different time periods, making it difficult to have consistent
information.
Funding of projects and services that support individuals who have experienced
gender-based violence requires strong statistical data. Having an accurate
picture of the types of violence being reported and the services already being
accessed by survivors is instrumental to this process. Currently, this data does
not exist on the North Shore, and is a barrier to developing accessible and
relevant services for those who need it most.
Your organization is invited to join the North Shore Committee to End Violence
Against Women (NS VAWIR) in a community count over a 6-week time period to
gather statistics about domestic violence and sexual assault. Your participation
can make an invaluable contribution to raising awareness and informing policy
and service provision on the North Shore.

The project
The North Shore Committee to End Violence Against Women in Relationships
(NS VAWIR) is comprised of over fifteen different agencies working to end
violence against women across the North Shore and hosted by the North
Shore Women's Centre for over 17 years. For more information please visit
www.northshorevawir.com

What we do

The Committee provides an integrated response to ending relationship
violence on the North Shore in the areas of service delivery, education, and
systemic response. It creates a forum for service providers and
representatives from the many sectors involved in preventing and
responding to violence against women.

This project addresses the challenges of understanding the full scope and
nature of violence against women in a community and the direct impact of
these challenges on women experiencing domestic violence and sexual
assault.
For the purposes of this project, we use the term Domestic Violence as an
umbrella term to describe a pattern of violence and control within a
relationship, such as between partners or family members. Domestic
violence can happen with more casual or dating relationships, past
relationships, and relationships of LGBTQ2S and gender diverse
individuals.

importance

Who we are

WHY THIS
project?

Improving the community-wide response to domestic violence and sexual
assault on the North Shore addresses under-reporting, improving
awareness and communication between service providers and the broader
community, fostering dialogue amongst service providers, and drawing
attention to the needs of minority women. Also, it helps us to create a
survey tool that can be used across the community on an on-going basis to
gather consistent data. Once data is collected we plan to produce a report
and organize a community forum to present survey results.

We ask for your organization's engagement in collecting brief, nonidentifying, information (while maintaining confidentiality) when violence is
reported to your organization between October 21 - November 29, 2019.

HOW CAN YOU
HELP?

how to participate
commit to 6-week survey
participation

Confirm your participation by emailing us at
nsvawir@northshorewomen.ca
Survey dates: October 21 - November 29, 2019
We encourage multiple staff members from different areas of
your organization to participate, particularly anyone who may
come in contact with women who might disclose violence

when violence is disclosed,
fill out the survey

Starting October 21st, 2019, when a client accesses service
from your organization and discloses violence, fill out the
survey. The information you will share is non-identifying. We
ask for reported information, only if volunteered and disclosed
by the client: a) survivor gender, b) type(s) of violence, c)
relationship and d) perpetrator(s) gender

unsure about how to do
this?

Included in this information package is a detailed guide on how
to fill out the survey (for your convenience there is an online
and paper version). It is a simple process that takes less than 2
minutes per report to fill out.
Also check out the FAQ page at the end of this package to
answer more questions.
Contact us with any questions/comments at
nsvawir@northshorewomen.ca

if your organization has collected data on violence against women in the past,
please contact us at nsvawir@northshorewomen.ca
optional

qualitative data

Have more to tell us?:

Personal stories/testimonies help us understand the
complexities and challenges in experiencing gender-based
violence
We would like to know your stories as service providers or
stories of clients. Please only share information that you have
explicit written permission to share, or ensure the story is
anonymous and non-identifying for the survivor's safety and
respect of confidentiality
Please indicate whether consent was given to publish a story in
our final report and/or the www.northshorevawir.com website
Share a story here: https://www.northshorevawir.com/her-story

the survey

The 4-question survey should not take more than 2 minutes to fill out per client.
You have the option of filling out a paper copy of the survey or doing an online
submission. You will have received by email a printer-friendly copy of the survey
(shown below) and a link to the online form.
This sample shown here is the printable survey - the online submission option asks
the same questions.

The following pages offer step-by-step guidance and answers to common
questions for filling out the survey. We encourage you to read through it before
filling out your first report.

Step-by-step guide to filling
out the survey
2019 Domestic Violence and
Sexual Assault Survey
Time to complete:
Under 2 minutes

link to online survey:

https://tinyurl.com/NSVAWIRsurvey

agency name & job position

When violence is reported, you can:
a) Click on the survey link we have provided you with.
You will be directed to the short online survey form. Submissions are
instantly sent to NS VAWIR so once a form is submitted, you don't
need to do anything else.
OR
b) Fill out a paper copy of the survey form.
We have emailed a printer-friendly copy of the survey; please print
out as many copies as you may need (one survey filled out per client).
At the end of the survey period, we will make arrangements with you
to pick up the filled-out survey forms.
Please type in the name of your organization and your job position.
Documenting these details will help us understand where violence is
most often reported (agency) and which service providers within
each agency are trusted with this information.

note:
gender of survivor

We do not ask for our participants to investigate experiences of violence
beyond their regular service provision duties - only include information as
disclosed by survivors.

Non-Binary/Gender Variant
transgender
two-spirit
WOMAN (CISGENDER)
unknown

Click on the gender of the
survivor. If you do not feel
confident choosing an option,
please select "unknown".

Refer to the following definitions to help you make the best selection. Definitions of gender may vary, so
using this guideline will ensure that all participants are on the same page (Definitions from qmunity.ca).
Non-Binary/Gender Variant: A continuum or spectrum of gender identities and expressions, often based
on the rejection of the gender binary’s assumption that gender is strictly an either/or option of male/men
or female/women, based on sex assigned at birth.
Two-Spirit: A term used by many Indigenous communities on Turtle Island
(typically known as Canada &US) to describe people with diverse gender identities, gender expressions,
gender roles, and sexual orientations.
Transgender: An umbrella term for a wide range of experiences and identities for people whose gender
does not match with the gender they were assigned at birth.
Woman (Cisgender): Woman identifying with the same gender that was assigned at birth.
Note: Man (Cisgender) is excluded from the Survivor Gender options as the focus of this survey is to
capture the scope of gender-based violence on the North Shore. Status of Women Canada offers
additional information on this matter here: https://cfc-swc.gc.ca/violence/knowledge-connaissance/fs-fi-2en.html

Step-by-step guide to filling
out the survey
Type of Violence
Experienced by Survivor

pHYSICAL
Psychological/Emotional
SEXUAL
unknown

Click on one or more types of violence
disclosed by the survivor. If it is
unclear what type of violence was
experienced select "unknown".

Refer to the following examples to help you make the best selection (Examples from respect4women.org)

physical violence

Pushing, shoving, shaking
Slapping, hitting, beating
Biting, spitting, scratching
Kicking, choking, pulling hair
Urinating or defecating on a person
or their property
Locking someone out of the house
Reckless driving
Threatening with a weapon
Threatening to harm or kill
Abandoning someone in a dangerous
place
Throwing objects

psychological/emotional violence

Ignoring or neglecting the feelings of
others
Criticizing or embarrassing others in
public
Constant criticism
Controlling and refusing to share
financial resources with other
household members
Using threats to force compliance, for
example threats to commit suicide or
leave the relationship
Manipulating and/or lying
Hurting or scaring pets
Breaking, taking or giving away
someone’s valued things
Isolating someone

sexual violence

Using physical force to gain sexual
intimacy
Rape/sexual assault
Treating someone as a sex object
Touching someone inappropriately
Coercing someone into performing
any sexual act, such as intercourse
or oral sex, with statements like, “If
you loved me you would do this”
Calling someone sexually-derogatory
names
Coercing someone to view
pornography
Inappropriate/unwanted
communication (phone calls, letters,
emails)

Note: We understand that there are other forms of violence, however, for the objectives of this study, we
have narrowed it down to these specific three categories.

Survivor/Perpetrator
Relationship
aquaintance
Intimate Partner (Current)
Intimate Partner (Former)
Other Family Member
stranger
unknown

Gender of Perpetrator
man (CISGENDER)
Non-Binary/Gender Variant
transgender
two-spirit
woman (cisgender)
unknown

Select the relationship between the survivor and the perpetrator. It is
possible the survivor will disclose having experienced violence from more
than one perpetrator where the relationship(s) vary. Please select any that
apply. If it is unclear what the relationship between the survivor and the
perpetrator(s) is, select "unknown".
Refer to the following explanations to help you make the best selection.
Aquaintance: Someone that is known to the survivor but not an intimate
partner, may include friends.
Intimate Partner: A person with whom the survivor has a close relationship
of a romantic or sexual nature.
Other Family Member: Family member who is not an intimate partner.
Stranger: A person who is unknown to the survivor.
Click on the gender of the perpetrator. It is possible the survivor will disclose
instances of violence where there was more than one perpetrator, or multiple
incidents with the same or different perpetrator(s). Please select all genders
of perpetrators that are disclosed for any number of incidents and/or any
type(s) of violence.
If you do not feel confident choosing an option, please select "unknown".

faq's
I filled out the paper survey - how
do I get them back to you?

At the end of the survey collection period, a NS VAWIR staff or
committee member will arrange with you to come pick up the
copies from your office.

Duplication: What if the survivor
went to another agency for help
before?

Our survey is not documenting prevalence of incidents of
violence, we are hoping to capture prevalence of reporting. With
this in mind, it would be appropriate for multiple organizations to
document a report from the same survivor.

What if my client discloses about
the same violence more than once
at my agency? do i need to fill out
a survey multiple times?

No, we only ask for you to report the client's disclosure once.

my job is hectic and sometimes I
don't have time to fill out a form
after seeing a client. what if I
remember later but don't have all
the information on hand?

I already completed a similar
survey or my agency already
gathers this information. Why
should i participate in this
survey?

We understand this can happen. Any information you can recall
is still incredibly valuable. If you recall that a woman, for
example, disclosed violence, but you don't recall what type or
anything about the perpetrator, this information still matters - you
may still select "unknown" for the categories you are unsure of.

We are trying to develop a common survey tool that can be used
across community agencies on the North Shore. Your
participation in this 6-week count is unique and instrumental for
the success of this project. If your agency already gathers
relevant statistics, we welcome you to also share this information
with us at nsvawir@northshorewomen.ca.

